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Abstract— We propose the Geometric Bounds (GB), a new
family of fast and accurate non-iterative bounds on closed
queueing network performance metrics that can be used in
the on-line optimization of distributed applications. Compared
to state-of-the-art techniques such as the Balanced Job Bounds
(BJB), the GB achieve higher accuracy at similar computational
costs, limiting the worst-case bounding error typically within
5%−13% when for the BJB it is usually in the range 15%−35%.
Optimization problems that are solved with the GB bounds return
solutions that are much closer to the global optimum than with
existing bounds.
We also show that the GB technique generalizes as an
accurate approximation to closed fork-join networks commonly
used in disk, parallel and database models, thus extending the
applicability of the method beyond the optimization of basic
product-form networks.
Index Terms— Non-iterative bounds, performance optimiza-
tion, closed queueing networks, fork-join systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE ever increasing complexity of today’s large distributedsystems requires the availability of self-optimizing tech-
niques for their management. Complexity stems from features
such as the large number and the heterogeneity of hardware and
software components, the intensity of the load, the high number
of interconnected networks, the multi-layered architecture of
applications, and the unpredictable fluctuations of traffic requests.
In this scenario, self-managing systems are rapidly emerging
[1], [2]. These systems dynamically adjust their configuration to
continuously meet the system service requirements in presence of
workloads with highly variable and unpredictable request patterns.
Service requirements apply to different architectural layers and
are expressed in terms of Quality of Service metrics, e.g., system
throughput and response time, service availability, access failure
rate, packet delay and drop rates. In general, they should be met
continuously, both individually and in combination. Under these
conditions, a system must be able to self-configure and take self-
optimization decisions based on rules that search over the space of
all the feasible parameter values. Given a performance model of
the system, possibly hundreds of thousands of configurations can
be evaluated by nonlinear programming methods [3] to find the
best-possible configuration decision. The accuracy of the solution
is also a critical factor, especially when violations of Service
Level Agreements (SLA) result in economic penalties. Efficient
yet accurate solution techniques are thus necessary.
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Analytic queueing network models are often used in perfor-
mance optimization because of the robustness and efficiency of
the available solution algorithms [4]. In particular, closed product-
form queueing networks [5] are the most popular stochastic mod-
els for performance evaluation, thanks to the simple expression
of their steady-state probability which assumes the form of an
algebraic product and avoids the numerical solution of the under-
lying Markov chain. However, the computational complexity of
exact solution techniques, even basic single class models, makes
them infeasible when a very large number of problem instances
must be solved in a limited amount of time. If estimates of the
performance indexes, rather than their exact values, are sufficient
to satisfy the requirements of the performance evaluation study,
then approximate techniques may be adopted. Iterative local
approximations [6] are more efficient than exact methods, but
are usually much slower than single-step bounding techniques
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. On the other hand, the accuracy of
single-step bounding techniques may be significantly worse.
In this paper, we introduce a new bounding technique that shifts
the trade-off between computational costs and result accuracy
towards the latter at a small increase of the former. The Geometric
Bounds (GB) define a single-step bounding technique for closed
product-form networks that provides inexpensive yet accurate
results regardless of the dimensions of the system and of the work-
load. The method bounds performance indexes such as queue-
lengths, throughput, utilizations and response times, which are
among the most commonly used metrics in performance analysis
and optimization. The GB bounds are derived by describing the
queue-lengths with a geometric sequence of terms related to
resource utilizations and are more accurate than any other non-
iterative method, in particular they improve over the widely-used
Balanced Job Bounds (BJB) [12]. We also address the known
accuracy loss problem when there are delay servers in the network
by introducing the Geometric Square-root Bounds (GSB). GB
and GSB are validated extensively using a large number of
random problem instances as well as stress cases proposed in
the literature for the evaluation of other bounding techniques. We
also show that the GB and the GSB bounds provide very good
accuracy in the critical case of strongly unbalanced networks,
where other known bounds are loose. This case is extremely
important in real applications, where a dominant performance
bottleneck can cause major performance slowdowns and therefore
model accuracy for this case is desirable.
It is well-known that real systems can have features that
significantly violate the assumptions of product-form models. In
this case, more complex non-product-form networks are often
considered. To improve the applicability of our method outside
product-form modeling assumptions, we propose an extension of
GB to networks with fork-join subsystems [13]. Recent work has
noted the importance of fork-join networks for the performance
optimization of parallel systems and in particular for tuning disk
2arrays and distributed storage systems [14], [15], and for database
(DB) modeling [16]. Due to the difficulty of obtaining a general
closed-form expression of the equilibrium state probabilities, the
focus of fork-join model research is on approximation techniques
[17]. In particular, the increasing demand for inexpensive tech-
niques which may be applied to the on-line performance tuning
of storage systems [18] has lead to the extension of classical
mean value analysis (MVA) techniques developed for product-
form networks [19]. The proposed extension of the GB technique
shows an accuracy that is comparable with that of existing MVA-
based approximations of fork-join models, but at much lower
computational costs. It also improves over established BJB-based
approximation methods. We show in a case study that the impact
of increased approximation accuracy can be very relevant for
performance optimization of fork-join models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give
background. Section III describes the GB and GSB bounds.
Section IV presents the results of extensive accuracy validations.
The extension of the GB technique to non-product-form fork-
join networks is discussed in Section V. Experiments showing
the impact of our bounds in system optimization are discussed
in Section VI. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII. The final
Appendix summarizes model parameters used in experiments.
II. BACKGROUND
We consider a system which can be modeled as a network
where N jobs cyclically visit a fixed number of resources. We
model the first M resources as queues, indexed by i = 1, . . . ,M ,
where jobs may wait in line due to limited server capacity; the
remaining resources are delay servers where jobs immediately
receive service without queueing. For computational efficiency,
we represent the system as a product-form1 queueing network [5],
in which servers have fixed mean service rate and the network is
populated by N statistically indistinguishable jobs (single class
model). A comprehensive introduction to product-form models
and related background can be found in [20]; we also point to
[22] for a glossary of standard queueing network terminology.
The parameter Si is the average service time at queue i, 1 ≤
i ≤ M ; similarly, Zj is the service time at a delay server j. We
define Vi to be the average number of visits of a job to a resource
i for each cycle in the system. We remark that it is known from
long time [8] that the steady-state performance of a product-form
network depends only on N , on the set of queue service demands
Li = SiVi, 1 ≤ i ≤M , and on the total delay Z =
∑
j ZjVj .
Throughout the paper, we focus on the following synthetic
mean performance indexes which summarize the behavior of the
queueing network at steady-state:
• the server utilization Ui(N), i.e., the fraction of time in
which the server of queue i is busy;
• the cumulative mean waiting time Wi(N) experienced by
a job while waiting and subsequently receiving service at
queue i during the Vi visits;
• the queue-length Qi(N), i.e., the mean number of jobs
waiting or receiving service at queue i;
• the system throughput X(N), i.e., the mean completion rate
of jobs, and the system response time R(N) =
∑M
i=1Wi(N),
1Other models are possible, but the lack of exact solution formulas often
makes the evaluation of these “non-product-form” networks prohibitively
expensive (e.g., state space explosion) or inaccurate. An exception is the class
of fork-join networks that can be approximated accurately.
TABLE I
NOTATION: MODEL PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE INDICES
M number of queues in the network
N number of jobs in the network
Vi mean number of visits of jobs at queue i, 1 ≤ i ≤M
Si mean service time [s] of jobs at queue i, 1 ≤ i ≤M
Li = SiVi mean service demand [s] of jobs at queue i, 1 ≤ i ≤M
Z total delay [s] imposed by the delay servers
X(N) mean throughput of the network [job/s]
Ui(N) utilization [%] of the server of queue i, 1 ≤ i ≤M
Qi(N) mean queue-length [jobs] at queue i, 1 ≤ i ≤M
TABLE II
BOUNDING METHODS NOTATION
L =
∑M
i=1 Li cumulative service demand [s]
Lmax = max1≤i≤M Li maximum service demand [s]
Xmax = L
−1
max maximum achievable throughput [job/s]
both measured at an arbitrary reference point in the network,
which are synthetic indexes of network performance.
These quantities are usually computed with the Mean Value
Analysis (MVA) algorithm [21] as
Ui(N) =LiX(N), 1 ≤ i ≤M, (1)
Wi(N) =Li (1 +Qi(N − 1)) , 1 ≤ i ≤M, (2)
X(N) =N/ (Z +R(N)) = N/
(
Z + L+
M∑
i=1
LiQi(N − 1)
)
,
(3)
Qi(N) =X(N)Ri(N) = Ui(N) (1 +Qi(N − 1)) , 1 ≤ i ≤M,
(4)
where L =
∑M
i=1 Li. The above MVA formulas define a recursive
algorithm in terms of the queue-lengths Qi(N−1) which grows in
complexity as O(MN) time and O(M) space. Table I summarizes
the main notation given in this section.
A. Non-Iterative Bounding Techniques
The aim of the bounding techniques reviewed in this subsection
is to provide non-iterative lower and upper bounds on (1)-(4),
having computational cost independent of the particular value of
the population size N , which is the most important source of
computational complexity in the MVA algorithm. Since (1)-(4)
allow to derive bounds on R(N), Wi(N) and Ui(N) from bounds
on X(N) and Qi(N), the focus is on developing bounds for the
last two quantities. Henceforth, we use the notation M+ and M−
to indicate respectively upper and lower bounds on a performance
metric M , e.g., X+ and X− denote upper and lower throughput
bounds, respectively; similarly, Q+i and Q
−
i denote queue-length
upper and lower bounds.
Table II reports bound notation used in the rest of the paper;
the best available non-iterative bounds, i.e., the ABA [11], BJB
[12], [10] and PB [9] bounds, are summarized in Table III. The
following remarks clarify the contents of the tables:
• the ABA bounds provide accurate results only when the
network is lightly loaded or heavily congested. The satura-
tion condition X(N) ≤ Xmax = L−1max applies to all upper
bounds and in experiments we always enforced it also for
the BJB, PB, GB and GSB bounds.
3TABLE III
NON-ITERATIVE BOUNDING METHODS FOR CLOSED QUEUEING NETWORKS
ABA N/ (Z + LN) ≤ X(N) ≤ min (N/ (Z + L) , Xmax)
BJB N/
(
Z + L+ Lmax(N − 1− ZX−)
) ≤ X(N) ≤ N/ (Z + L+M−1L(N − 1− ZX+))
PB N/
(
Z + L+
∑M
i=1 L
N
i (N − 1− ZX−)∑M
j=1 L
N−1
j
)
≤ X(N) ≤ N/
(
Z + L+
∑M
i=1 L
2
i (N − 1− ZX+)∑M
j=1 Lj
)
• The BJB bounds always offer greater accuracy than the ABA
bounds. Further, the bounds hold true for any X+ such that
X(N − 1) ≤ X+ ≤ Xmax and X− such that 0 ≤ X− ≤
X(N − 1). In particular, the simplest BJB are obtained by
setting X+ = Xmax and X− = 0.
• the PB bounds differ from the other bounds in that they
consider each individual value of the Li’s and thus are
always more accurate than ABA and BJB. The increase of
accuracy requires a small increase of computational cost due
to some additional exponentiations. Similarly to the BJB,
setting X+ = Xmax and X− = 0 provides the simplest PB
bounds.
We remark that accurate iterative bounds exist [23], [9], [24], but
they are not considered in the paper because they require con-
siderably higher computational costs than non-iterative bounds.
As we remark in Section IV, our Geometric Bounds yet provide
accuracy levels similar to those of iterative methods, but at a
fraction of the cost.
III. GEOMETRIC BOUNDS
Our approach for developing new accurate non-iterative bounds
consists of the following basic ideas. We derive bounds on queue-
lengths by recursively expanding (4) as
Qi(N) = Ui(N)+Ui(N)Ui(N−1)+Ui(N)Ui(N−1)Ui(N−2)
+ . . .+ Ui(N)Ui(N − 1)Ui(N − 2) · · ·Ui(2)Ui(1). (5)
Noting that (5) is qualitatively similar to a geometric sum
y + y2 + y3 + . . .+ yN , (6)
we prove that it is always possible to compute appropriate y’s
such that (6) provides either a upper or a lower bound on Qi(N).
This is fundamental to remove the iterative structure of the MVA
recursion, since (6) can be computed non-iteratively as
y + y2 + . . .+ yN =
y
1− y −
yN+1
1− y . (7)
The computation of bounds using the last formula provides a
strong computational gain compared to iterative schemes. That
is, the computational cost of computing queue-length bounds is
independent of the population size N , since this appears in the
right hand side of (7) only as an exponent.
At the end of the section, we show how the bounds on
Qi(N) also define bounds on the throughput X(N). It can
be easily verified that all the techniques presented in the next
section have requirements that are population-independent and
their computational costs grow as O(M) both in time and space.
A. Queue-Length Bounds
This section derives the non-iterative expressions (7) of the GB
queue-length bounds.
Theorem 1: The queue-length Qi(N) is bounded from be-
low by
Q−i,GB(N) =

yi(N)
1− yi(N) −
yi(N)
N+1
1− yi(N) , if Li < Lmax;
1
mmax
(
N − ZX+ −
∑
k:Lk<Lmax
Q+k,GB(N)
)
,
if Li = Lmax;
(8)
for any X+ such that X(N) ≤ X+ ≤ Xmax and where
yi(N) = LiN/(Z + L+ LmaxN), (9)
is the ratio y of the underlying geometric sum (7), the constant
mmax is the number of queues with service demand Lmax, and
Q+k,GB(N) is the GB upper bound in Theorem 2 for Li < Lmax.
Proof: Case Li = Lmax. This case follows by Little’s Law
[25] observing that∑
i:Li=Lmax
Qi(N) = mmaxQi(N) = N−ZX(N)−
∑
i:Li<Lmax
Qi(N),
and then replacing X(N) and Qi(N) in the right hand side
respectively by X+(N) and Q+i,GB(N).
Case Li < Lmax. We consider the recurrence relation
Q−i (N) = LiX
−
BJB(N)[1 + Q
−
i (N − 1)], with Q−i (0) = 0 and
where X−BJB(N) = N/(Z+L+Lmax(N −1)) is the lower BJB
with X− = 0. A comparison with (4) shows that Q−i (N) is a
lower bound on Qi(N). Moreover, it can be seen as a sequence
in the form f(N) = C(N)[1 + f(N − 1)], f(0) = 0, where
C(N) = aN/(b+N), with a = Li/Lmax, 0 < a ≤ 1, and
b = ((Z + L)/Lmax − 1), b ≥ 0. We show by induction on N
that f(N) ≥ geom
(
N
N+1 C(N + 1), N
)
, where geom(x, n) =∑n
k=1 x
k. Then the geometric form follow from the fact that(
N
N + 1
)
C(N + 1) =
LiN
Z + L+ LmaxN
= yi(N) < 1.
The base case of the induction is proved if f(1) ≥
geom(C(2)/2, 1), but this simplifies to C(1) ≥ C(2)/2 that is
always true by definition of C(N) and by the ranges of a and b.
The induction hypothesis can instead be written as f(N − 1) ≥
geom(H(N), N −1), where H(N) = (N − 1)C(N)/N = a(N −
1)/(b+N). Note that 0 ≤ H(N) < 1 because 0 < a ≤ 1, b ≥ 0,
and N ≥ 1; then we wish to prove that
f(N) ≥ geom(H(N + 1), N) = H(N + 1)
(
1−H(N + 1)N
1−H(N + 1)
)
.
4Using the induction hypothesis, we have
f(N) = C(N) (1 + f(N − 1)) (10)
≥ C(N) (1 + geom(H(N), N − 1)) (11)
= C(N)
(
1−H(N)N
1−H(N)
)
. (12)
Then, the result follows immediately if we can show that
C(N)
1−H(N)N
1−H(N) ≥ H(N + 1)
1−H(N + 1)N
1−H(N + 1) ,
but this can be easily verified by substituting the definitions
of H(N) and C(N) into the inequality and considering the
conditions 0 < a ≤ 1 and b ≥ 0.
Theorem 2: The queue-length Qi(N) is bounded from
above by
Q+i,GB(N) =

Yi(N)
1− Yi(N) −
Yi(N)
N+1
1− Yi(N) , if Li < Lmax,
1
mmax
(
N − ZX− −
∑
k:Lk<Lmax
Q−k,GB(N)
)
,
if Li = Lmax;
(13)
for any X+ and X− such that X(N) ≤ X+ ≤ Xmax and 0 ≤
X− ≤ X(N), and where
Yi(N) = LiX
+ (14)
is the ratio y of the underlying geometric sum (7).
Proof: The case Li = Lmax can be proved as in the
previous theorem. The case Li < Lmax follows by the fact that the
utilization in product-form networks is monotonically increasing
with N [26], thus expanding Qi(N) as a summation of utilizations
this is immediately bounded as Qi(N) = Ui(N)+Ui(N)Ui(N −
1) + . . . ≤ Ui(N) + Ui(N)2 + . . . + Ui(N)N . The final formula
follows by considering an upper bound Yi(N) on Ui(N) and using
the closed-form formula of a geometric sum.
B. Throughput Bounds
We extend the bounding result to throughput bounds by de-
riving a new exact expression of the throughput X(N) which
includes more information than the standard MVA formula (3).
We begin by observing that a tight approximation of (3) should
account also for the population constraint
M∑
i=1
Qi(N − 1) = N − 1− ZX(N − 1), (15)
which expresses the conservation of first moments of queue-
lengths in closed systems [10]. This constraint significantly limits
the feasible values of R(N) in (3). We therefore integrate (15)
into (3) with the aim of minimizing the “information loss” of
replacing the exact queue-lengths Qi(N) by their corresponding
GB bounds. Isolating in (3) and (15) the queues with service
demand Li = Lmax, after simple manipulations it is found the
following new exact formula
X(N) = N/ (Z + L+ Lmax(N − 1− ZX(N − 1))−D(N))
(16)
where D(N) =
∑M
i=1(Lmax − Li)Qi(N − 1). If we compare
equation (16) with the BJB formula in Table III, we note that the
lower BJB can be derived and proved by setting both X(N − 1)
and D(N) to their minimum values X(N−1) = 0 and D(N) = 0.
This suggests a new general approach for deriving throughput
bounds, where we replace X(N − 1) and D(N) with suitable
bounds. This yields the following result.
Theorem 3: The throughput X(N) is bounded by X−GB(N) ≤
X(N) ≤ X+GB(N), where
X−GB(N) = N/
(
Z + L+ Lmax(N − 1− ZX−)
−
M∑
i=1
(Lmax − Li)Q−i,GB(N − 1)
)
, (17)
X+GB(N) = N/
(
Z + L+ Lmax(N − 1− ZX+)
−
M∑
i=1
(Lmax − Li)Q+i,GB(N − 1)
)
, (18)
for any X+ and X− such that X(N − 1) ≤ X+ ≤ Xmax and
0 ≤ X− ≤ X(N − 1).
Proof: The proof for both bounds follows immediately from
(16). In addition, we verify that the denominator of (18) is always
positive. Consider the worst-case X+(N−1) = Xmax = 1/Lmax,
the denominator of X+GB(N) becomes
L + Lmax(N − 1) −
∑
i:Li<Lmax
(Lmax − Li)Q−i,GB(N − 1).
The quantity is always greater than zero, because the sum∑
i:Li<Lmax
(Lmax − Li)Q−i,GB(N − 1) cannot be greater than
Lmax(N − 1) under the constraint ∑i:Li<Lmax Q−i,GB(N − 1) ≤
N − 1. This proves that X+GB(N) is always positive.
C. Geometric Square-Root Bounds
Tight bounds for models with a large delay Z usually require
an improved approximation of the term ZX(N − 1) in (16). This
term quantifies the average number of jobs waiting at the delay
servers in the network with one job less [10] and thus directly
affects the queue-length values Qi(N − 1). Previous work has
obtained improved approximations either by iterative approaches
[9], [10], or by non-iterative approximations, e.g., the Square Root
Bounds (SQB) of [10]. The two methodologies provide similar
accuracy. We generalize non-iterative approaches using the new
exact relation (16). Consider the bounding relations [26], [10]
K(N)X(N) ≤ X(N − 1) ≤ X(N), (19)
where K(N) = (N − 1)/N . If we replace in (16) the term
X(N − 1) with X− = K(N)X(N) or X+ = X(N), then we
have removed the dependence on X(N − 1). Each inequality can
then be solved analytically for X(N), as we show in the following
generalization of the SQB bounds.
Theorem 4: For models with Z > 0, the throughput X(N) is
bounded by
2N/
(
b(N) +
√
b2(N)− 4ZLmax(N − 1)
)
≤ X(N)
≤ 2N/
(
b(N) +
√
b2(N)− 4ZLmaxN
)
, (20)
where b(N) = Z + L + Lmax(N − 1) −∑i:Li<Lmax(Lmax −
Li)Qi(N − 1) ≥ 0.
5Proof: Solving (16) for X(N) in the lower bound case we
get the quadratic inequality
J(N)X2(N)−
(
Z+L+Lmax(N − 1)−D(N)
)
X(N)+N ≥ 0,
where J(N) = K(N)LmaxZ, D(N) =
∑
i:Li<Lmax
(Lmax −
Li)Qi(N − 1) and with associated discriminant
∆1 =
(
Z + L+ Lmax(N − 1)−D(N)
)2
− 4(N − 1)LmaxZ,
where we used the relation K(N)N = N − 1. Similarly, in the
upper bound case we get the second-order inequality(
LmaxZ
)
X2(N)−
(
Z+L+Lmax(N−1)−D(N)
)
X(N)+N ≤ 0,
with discriminant ∆2 =
(
Z + L + Lmax(N − 1) − D(N)
)2
−
4NLmaxZ. Noting that ∆1 ≥ ∆2, we first show that both
inequalities are associated to real radices by proving that ∆2 ≥ 0.
From the asymptotic properties of queue-lengths [27], we have
D(N) < D(∞) = L−mmaxLmax ≤ L− Lmax. Thus,
∆1 ≥ ∆2 ≥
(
Z+L+Lmax(N−1)−(L−Lmax)
)2
−4NLmaxZ
=
(
Z + LmaxN
)2
− 4NLmaxZ =
(
Z − LmaxN
)2
≥ 0,
which finally implies that ∆1 ≥ 0 and ∆2 ≥ 0.
Since both discriminants are non-negative, both quadratic equa-
tions are always associated with real radices and we can easily
solve the inequalities, e.g., by computing the reciprocal solution
formula2 of a quadratic equality a2x2 + a1x + a0 = 0 given
by x = 2a0/(−a1 ±
√
a21 − 4a2a0), x 6= 0, which allows us
to leave the usual dependence on N in the numerator. Bound
formulas follow after noting that in the reciprocal solution formula
only the radices with positive sign can provide positive throughput
values and therefore negative radices have to be discarded. Finally,
note that b(N) ≥ Z+L+Lmax(N − 1−ZX(N − 1))−D(N) =
Z+R(N), which immediately implies the observation b(N) ≥ 0.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
The Geometric Square-root Bounds (GSB) are immediately
obtained by replacing the queue-lengths in b(N) by Q−i,GB(N−1)
(GSB lower bound) or Q+i,GB(N − 1) (GSB upper bound). We
remark that also the GB upper and lower bounds provide good
results for models with large delays, but the GSB bounds are
typically more accurate.
D. Asymptotic Correctness
We conclude the section by showing the correctness of the
proposed bounds under asymptotic growth of the population size
N . This is particularly relevant for heavily-loaded models where
the analysis investigates the limiting condition of the system under
critical congestions. We show that, in this limit case, our bounds
are asymptotically exact, i.e., they return the same asymptotic
values of the exact MVA formulas (3)-(4) as given in [27]
X(∞) = lim
N→+∞
X(N) = Xmax = L
−1
max,
Qi(∞) = lim
N→+∞
Qi(N) =

Li
Lmax − Li if Li < Lmax,
+∞, if Li = Lmax.
2This formula can be easily proved by first dividing the quadratic equality
by x2 > 0 and then solving for x−1 in the resulting equation with the usual
quadratic solution formula.
TABLE IV
STRESS CASE 1 (ALMOST BALANCED DEMANDS, NO DELAY)
Lower Bounds X(N) Upper Bounds
N BJB PB GB Exact GB PB BJB
2 4.2553 4.3174 4.3040 4.3174 4.3174 4.3174 4.3243
5 6.4935 6.6600 6.6859 6.7148 6.7524 6.7297 6.7568
10 7.8740 8.0219 8.1521 8.2062 8.2690 8.2700 8.3160
15 8.4746 8.5690 8.7663 8.8346 8.9051 8.9531 9.0090
20 8.8106 8.8672 9.0947 9.1682 9.2431 9.3387 9.4007
30 9.1743 9.1943 9.4290 9.4993 9.5818 9.7591 9.8280
40 9.3677 9.3748 9.5933 9.6540 9.7429 9.9838 10.000
60 9.5694 9.5703 9.7501 9.7924 9.8358 10.000 10.000
80 9.6735 9.6736 9.8233 9.8530 9.8765 10.000 10.000
Theorem 5: The GB queue-length bounds are asymptotically
exact, i.e., lim
N→+∞
Q−i,GB(N) = Qi(∞) and limN→+∞Q
+
i,GB(N) =
Qi(∞), 1 ≤ i ≤M.
Proof: Case Li < Lmax. Noting that yi(N) < 1 and
limN→+∞ yi(N) = Li/Lmax, we get
lim
N→+∞
Q−i,GB(N) = limN→+∞
yi(N)
1− yi(N) − limN→+∞
yi(N)
N+1
1− yi(N)
=
Li/Lmax
1− Li/Lmax =
Li
Lmax − Li . (21)
Case Li = Lmax. The result follows from (8) by noting that
the sum of the optimistic non-bottleneck queue-lengths converges
to a finite value and that also X+(N) converges to the finite
value Xmax, being X(N) monotonically increasing with N and
X+(N) ≤ Xmax.
Theorem 6: The GB throughput bounds are asymptotically ex-
act, i.e., lim
N→+∞
X−GB(N) = limN→+∞
X+GB(N) = X(∞)= Xmax.
Proof: The theorem is an immediate consequence of
the convergence of queue-length bounds and of the fact that
ZX−(N−1) ≤ ZX+(N−1) ≤ Z/Lmax are bounded quantities.
Experiments in Section IV-A show that the GB rate conver-
gence to the exact value is much faster than for BJB and PB.
IV. ACCURACY VALIDATION
We assess the accuracy of the proposed bounds using three
approaches. In Section IV-A we evaluate the GB with the stress
cases used in [9], [10] to study the accuracy of BJB and PB. In
Section IV-B, we perform an accuracy analysis on 1000 randomly
generated models with different service demands and number of
queues. Finally, in Section IV-C we show that the GB can be
used to compute tight throughput approximations that are more
accurate than bounds, although no longer upper and lower limits
to the exact value. Experimental results indicate that GB bounds
outperform BJBs and PBs in all three validations and are always
superior to these methods except for very small population values
where the PBs are slightly more accurate.
We do not report a comparison with non-iterative bounds
recently derived in [28] from the analysis of the normalizing
constant of equilibrium state probabilities, since their application
is limited to models without delay servers (Z = 0). This is a
significant constraint for models of real systems where overheads
not associated with queueing often exist. Nevertheless, compar-
ative evaluations with these bounds indicate that the GBs again
provide the best results.
6TABLE V
STRESS CASE 2 (ALMOST BALANCED DEMANDS, LARGE DELAY)
Lower Bounds X(N) Upper Bounds
N BJB(1) BJB(2) PB(1) PB(2) GSB Exact GSB PB(2) PB(1) BJB(2) BJB(1)
2 1.3605 1.4316 1.3668 1.4335 1.4319 1.4335 1.5195 1.4335 1.4335 1.4337 1.4337
5 2.8249 3.2670 2.8559 3.2884 3.3432 3.3636 3.5582 3.3671 3.3997 3.3694 3.4015
10 4.4053 5.3901 4.4512 5.4401 5.7569 5.8719 6.1410 5.9695 6.2631 5.9802 6.2702
15 5.4152 6.6796 5.4536 6.7281 7.2373 7.4677 7.8008 7.8685 8.6060 7.8911 8.6207
20 6.1162 7.4889 6.1434 7.5250 8.0856 8.3750 8.6467 8.6792 9.0531 8.7163 9.0806
30 7.0258 8.3926 7.0375 8.4084 8.9023 9.1858 9.3341 9.4132 9.5492 9.4678 9.5923
40 7.5901 8.8581 7.5948 8.8642 9.2640 9.5023 9.6095 9.7728 9.8182 9.8364 9.8705
60 8.2531 9.3065 8.2538 9.3073 9.5785 9.7397 9.8043 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
80 8.6300 9.5142 8.6301 9.5143 9.7147 9.8278 9.8594 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
A. Comparison on Stress Cases
We compare the GB throughput bounds with the BJB and PB
bounds using the same four stress cases used in the literature for
their validation [9], [10].
Stress Case 1: The network is almost balanced, with M = 4
queues and service demands L1 = 0.10, L2 = 0.10, L3 = 0.09,
L4 = 0.08 . The network has mmax = 2 bottlenecks with Lmax =
0.10. The maximum throughput is Xmax = 10.00 .
Stress Case 2: The network has the same queues of Stress
Case 1 and an additional delay server with Z = 1.00 . The
maximum throughput is Xmax = 10.00 .
Stress Case 3: The network is unbalanced, with M = 4
queues with L1 = 0.10, L2 = 0.1, L3 = 0.05, and L4 = 0.04 .
The network has mmax = 2 bottlenecks with Lmax = 0.10 . The
maximum throughput is Xmax = 10.00 .
Stress Case 4: The network has the same queues of Stress
Case 3 and an additional delay server with Z = 1.00 . The
maximum throughput is Xmax = 10.00 .
We point the reader to [9], [10] for additional details on the above
experiments. There are at least two simultaneous conditions that
make all above models stress cases for bounds:
1) none of the models is perfectly balanced, thus in all models
we do not obtain tight approximations using the BJB. This
lets us understand to what extent the proposed bounds are
able to account for variability in the service demands.
2) in all four cases, X(N) converges very slowly to the
asymptotic value Xmax due to the presence of multiple
bottleneck queues [29], i.e., mmax > 1. This compli-
cates the approximation and in particular for the optimistic
bounds which tend to diverge quite quickly from the exact
throughput curve.
Tables IV-VII show the lower and upper BJB, PB, GB and GSB
throughput bounds obtained on the four stress cases and the under-
lined values denote the most accurate results. Figure 1 illustrates
the GB and the GSB in comparison to the PB bounds which are
always more accurate than the BJB. The upper GSB is computed
using the utilization bound Yi(N) = min{LiX+PB(N), LiXmax}
where the X+ bound inside X+PB is chosen equal to the upper
ABA bound of Table III. The PB and BJB bounds in the
stress cases 2 and 4 are computed using the iterative extensions
for models with delays defined in [9], [10]. When specified,
the number within brackets represents the number of iterations
required to compute the bound, e.g., PB(2) iteratively computes
throughput bounds for the populations N , N − 1 and N − 2. We
remark that we limited our comparison to BJB and PB bounds
TABLE VI
STRESS CASE 3 (UNBALANCED DEMANDS, NO DELAY)
Lower Bounds X(N) Upper Bounds
N BJB PB GB Exact GB PB BJB
2 5.1282 5.3604 5.2989 5.3604 5.3604 5.3604 5.5172
5 7.2464 7.3414 7.6725 7.8026 7.8620 8.0332 8.6207
10 8.4034 8.4070 8.8216 8.9302 9.0157 9.6346 10.000
15 8.8757 8.8759 9.2313 9.3024 9.3750 10.000 10.000
20 9.1324 9.1324 9.4348 9.4828 9.5238 10.000 10.000
30 9.4044 9.4044 9.6338 9.6591 9.6774 10.000 10.000
40 9.5465 9.5465 9.7303 9.7458 9.7561 10.000 10.000
60 9.6931 9.6931 9.8240 9.8315 9.8361 10.000 10.000
80 9.7680 9.7680 9.8696 9.8739 9.8765 10.000 10.000
obtained with no more than two iterations since we observed that
additional iterations provide a negligible increase of accuracy.
As we can see from tables IV-VII, the proposed GB and GSB
bounds are very accurate and much closer to the exact values for
the great majority of models. The GB and GSB are slightly less
precise than the PB only for very small population values, i.e.,
N ≤ 10, where obviously all bounds are very tight to the exact
throughput values. This is a consequence of the fact that the PB
are designed to approximate very lightly loaded models, where
the queue-lengths approximately grow in a linear fashion with N .
The increase of accuracy of the GBs is particularly evident in the
rapid convergence to the exact value when the network becomes
congested. These results clearly indicate the effectiveness and the
robustness of the proposed bounds on the most problematic cases
of almost balanced and unbalanced models.
B. Comparison on Random Models
We now evaluate bound accuracy on a testbed of 1000 random
models. Queue service demands are drawn from a uniform
distribution in [0.00, 1.00]. To stress the models with a delay
server, we consider a large Z, such that Z = 10Lmax. The number
of queues is again drawn from an uniform distribution in [5, 50].
In order to provide conservative results, for each bound Xbound
we consider the following error function:
∆err = max
2≤N≤1000
|Xbound(N)−Xexact(N)|
Xexact(N)
,
where Xexact(N) is the exact throughput computed with the
MVA algorithm [21]. This index considers, for each model,
the maximum relative error for 2 ≤ N ≤ 1000. We do not
consider the trivial case N = 1 because it is immediately X(1) =
1/(Z+L). The results are shown in tables VIII and IX. It can be
7TABLE VII
STRESS CASE 4 (UNBALANCED DEMANDS, LARGE DELAY)
Lower Bounds X(N) Upper Bounds
N BJB(1) BJB(2) PB(1) PB(2) GSB Exact GSB PB(2) PB(1) BJB(2) BJB(1)
2 1.4388 1.5238 1.4566 1.5283 1.5265 1.5283 1.6358 1.5283 1.5283 1.5310 1.5310
5 2.9586 3.4760 2.9743 3.4893 3.5996 3.6280 3.8950 3.6352 3.6637 3.6673 3.6895
10 4.5662 5.6838 4.5673 5.6853 6.2334 6.4220 6.8289 6.5861 6.8581 6.7426 6.9605
15 5.5762 6.9785 5.5763 6.9786 7.7640 8.1331 8.5067 8.8359 9.2455 9.1929 9.4937
20 6.2696 7.7666 6.2696 7.7667 8.5579 8.9455 9.1230 9.7029 9.8139 10.000 10.000
30 7.1599 8.6183 7.1599 8.6183 9.2376 9.4828 9.5341 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
40 7.7071 9.0420 7.7071 9.0420 9.5077 9.6591 9.6807 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
60 8.3449 9.4372 8.3449 9.4372 9.7251 9.7973 9.8047 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
80 8.7051 9.6143 8.7051 9.6143 9.8138 9.8558 9.8594 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
noted that the mean, median (denoted as “med”) and maximum
of ∆err are always favorable to GB and GSB.
We conclude the experiment by extrapolating the behavior of
the error ∆err as a function of the population N . We present in
Figure 2 the cumulative distribution function of the population on
which ∆err is computed, i.e., the population where the GB and
GSB error is maximal. The results indicate that for the GSB the
maximal error lies always in the range N ∈ [2, 120] and similarly
for the GSB it is always in N ∈ [2, 140]. This indicates that
our choice of the range 2 ≤ N ≤ 1000 for the computation of
∆err is sufficient to capture the maximum error. Further, it also
indirectly confirms that the bounds always converge rapidly to
the asymptotic value Xmax, since after N = 140 the error starts
to decrease in all cases.
C. Bound-Based Throughput Estimates
The third validation consists in comparing the effectiveness of
all bounds in determining throughput approximations. These are
particularly useful in all cases where the analysis requirements
are not concerned with determining bounds on solution accuracy,
but instead one seeks for maximum accuracy without resorting to
more expensive iterative techniques.
We follow the approach of [23] and, given two bounds X+(N)
and X−(N), we consider the following approximation of X(N)
A(N) =
2X+(N)X−(N)
X+(N) +X−(N)
,
that is the harmonic mean of the two bounds. This implies a
maximal relative error
max
X(N)∈[X−(N),X+(N)]
|A(N)−X(N)|
X(N)
=
X+(N)−X−(N)
X+(N) +X−(N)
,
which represents the degree of uncertainty in approximating
X(N) by A(N). We evaluate this measure on 1000 random
models with the same characteristics of those used in the previous
section. For each model, we determine the largest maximal
relative error for the populations from N = 2 to N = 1000. This
provides again a worst-case estimate of bound performance. The
numerical results are shown in Table X and Table XI. As we can
see, the accuracy of the GB and GSB estimates is even doubled
with respect to the PB and BJB estimates. This indicates that, on
average, the worst-case gap between the upper and the lower GB
and GSB bounds is much lower than the gap between the PB or
the BJB bounds. Furthermore, we observe that this result is highly
competitive with those achievable by iterative bound hierarchies.
For instance, in order to achieve a similar worst-case throughput
TABLE VIII
RELATIVE ERROR (0 ≡ 0%, 1 ≡ 100%) FOR 1000 RANDOM MODELS
WITHOUT DELAYS (Z = 0).
Lower Bounds Upper Bounds
mean med stdev max ∆err mean med stdev max
.049 .049 .014 .107 GB .087 .091 .019 .123
.140 .141 .029 .233 PB .107 .108 .016 .154
.149 .149 .026 .233 BJB .229 .231 .038 .353
TABLE IX
RELATIVE ERROR (0 ≡ 0%, 1 ≡ 100%) FOR 1000 RANDOM MODELS WITH
LARGE DELAYS (Z/Lmax = 10).
Lower Bounds Upper Bounds
mean med stdev max ∆err mean med stdev max
.068 .067 .015 .116 GSB .089 .091 .013 .131
.152 .151 .024 .225 PB(2) .104 .105 .014 .152
.156 .156 .022 .225 BJB(2) .207 .210 .035 .297
.243 .234 .040 .381 PB(1) .113 .113 .012 .157
.247 .238 .039 .381 BJB(1) .211 .213 .032 .297
error, the bound hierarchies of [30] require approximately 3 − 4
iterations, each having a computational cost similar to that of
computing the GB or the GSB bounds. This indicates that our
bounds are highly competitive with much more expensive iterative
techniques.
V. APPROXIMATION OF CLOSED FORK-JOIN NETWORKS
In this section the GB bounds are extended to approximate
closed queueing network models with fork-join subsystems. This
application shows how GB bounds can be effectively generalized
beyond the product-form case, providing a new approximation
technique for models that play an important role in real systems’
optimization. Other extensions may be possible, but the lack of
research on non-iterative methods for other classes of non-product
form models makes it difficult to derive further generalizations.
A fork-join network is characterized by the presence of subnet-
works where jobs are served in parallel by multiple servers. This
is effective in several models, e.g., when characterizing a disk read
request that is served in parallel by mirrored drives. A fork-join
subsystem labeled by k is composed by a fork node, a join node
and Pk queues in parallel. Each time a new job arrives to the fork
node, it is divided into Pk sibling tasks which are each sent to a
distinct queue of the subsystem. After all tasks have been served,
they are reassembled at the join node into the single original job,
which then leaves the subsystem. A graphical representation of
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(a) Stress Case 1: almost balanced demands, no delay.
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(b) Stress Case 2: almost balanced demands, large delay.
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(c) Stress Case 3: unbalanced demands, no delay.
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(d) Stress Case 4: unbalanced demands, large delay.
Fig. 1. Comparison of the GB bounds with the PB on the four stress cases of tables IV-VII. The results of the BJB are omitted because always less accurate
than the corresponding results of the PB.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2. Distribution of the population N corresponding to the maximal error ∆err of the GB and GSB. For the GB the maximal error is for N ∈ [2, 120];
for the GSB it is similarly always in N ∈ [2, 140].
a model with a queue and a fork-join subsystem composed by
Pk queues is given in Figure 3. Without loss of generality, we
assume for this section that networks are composed by fork-join
subsystems only, e.g., the network in Figure 3 has two fork-join
subsystems composed respectively by 1 and Pk queues.
In [31] it is shown that, if the queues inside the fork-join
subsystem k have all first-come-first-served service discipline,
exponential distribution of service times and same average ser-
vice demand Lk, then the response time of jobs at a fork-join
subsystem is approximately given by
Rfjk (N) ≈ Lk
(
Hk +A
fj
k (N)
)
≈ Lk
(
Hk +Q
fj
k (N − 1)
)
,
(22)
where Afjk (N) is the average number of jobs inside the fork-
join subsystem k as seen by an arriving job, Qfjk (N − 1) is the
average number of jobs inside k and Hk =
∑Pk
i=1 1/i ≥ 1 is the
Pk-th harmonic number. Applying Little’s Law to (22), we see
that the average number of jobs in a fork-join subsystem may be
approximated as
Qfjk (N) ≈ LkXfj(N)
(
Hk +Q
fj
k (N − 1)
)
, (23)
where
Xfj(N) =
N∑M
j=1R
fj
j
≈ N∑M
j=1 Lj [Hj +Q
fj
j (N − 1)]
approximates the throughput of the network measured at an
arbitrarily-chosen reference subsystem. The following BJB-like
9TABLE X
MAXIMAL RELATIVE ERROR (0 ≡ 0%, 1 ≡ 100%) OF APPROXIMATIONS
BASED ON BOUNDS FOR MODELS WITHOUT DELAYS (Z = 0)
mean med stdev max
GB .061 .064 .014 .084
PB .123 .126 .019 .167
BJB .180 .183 .021 .230
TABLE XI
MAXIMAL RELATIVE ERROR (0 ≡ 0%, 1 ≡ 100%) OF APPROXIMATIONS
BASED ON BOUNDS FOR MODELS WITH LARGE DELAYS (Z/Lmax = 10)
mean med stdev max
GSB .077 .079 .010 .102
PB(2) .129 .130 .015 .170
BJB(2) .177 .179 .015 .210
PB(1) .185 .179 .028 .286
BJB(1) .232 .230 .022 .299
approximation for Xfj(N) has also been proposed [32]:
XfjBJB(N) ≈
N∑M
j=1 LjHj + Lmax(N − 1)
, (24)
where Lmax = maxj:1≤j≤M Lj . It is currently conjectured that
(24) is a lower bound on Xfj(N). In that case, it would be also
possible to show that the GB approximation we propose below
also defines bounds for fork-join systems.
We introduce an approximation of fork-join models that resem-
bles the GB bounds for product-form networks. We will refer to
this technique as the GB fork-join approximation. We remark that
our technique does not give bounds and the main contribution is
that it provides much improved accuracy with respect to (24) at
similar computational costs.
Approximation 1 (GB Fork-Join Queue-Length): In a closed
network with fork-join subsystems, the number of jobs in the
fork-join subsystem k is approximated by
Qfjk (N) ≈ Qfjk,GB(N) = Hk
(
yk(N)
1− yk(N)
− yk(N)
N+1
1− yk(N)
)
(25)
where yk(N) = LkN/(
∑M
j=1 LjHj + LmaxN) < 1.
Proof: The above approximation derives from the following
passages. We rewrite (23) as Qfjk (N)/Hk ≈ LkXfj(N)[1 +
Qfjk (N − 1)/Hk] and we use (24) to define the recursion
Qfjk,GB(N)/Hk ≈ LkXfjBJB(N)[1 + Qfjk,GB(N − 1)/Hk]. This
has form analogous to the class of recursion considered in
the proof of the lower GB queue-length bound and where the
coefficients have form C(N) = LkX
fj
BJB(N) = aN/(b+N),
with a = Lk/Lmax ≤ 1 and b =
∑
j(LjHj/Lmax) − 1. Noting
that Hj ≥ 1 for all subsystems j, it is b ≥ (
∑
j Lj)/Lmax−1 ≥ 0.
Therefore, the approximation follows with arguments analogous
to the GB queue-length bounds.
Finally, using the same arguments that have lead to the derivation
of the GB throughput bounds, we approximate the fork-join
throughput as
XfjGB(N) ≈
N∑M
j=1 LjHj + Lmax(N − 1)−Dfj(N)
, (26)
where Dfj(N) =
∑
k:Lk≤Lmax(Lmax − Lk)Q
fj
k,GB(N − 1).
1
Fork-Join Subsystem
Pk
.
.
.
Fork Join
.
.
.
Fig. 3. Example of a closed network including a fork-join subsystem
composed by Pk parallel queues.
TABLE XII
RESULTS FOR THE RESPONSE TIME [S] APPROXIMATIONS IN THE
FORK-JOIN EXAMPLE 1
Rfj(N) Fork-Join Response Time Approximation
N SIMUL MVAFJ GBFJ BJBFJ ∆MVA ∆GB ∆BJB
2 9.95 9.98 10.22 12.50 +0.03 +0.27 +2.55
5 17.01 17.11 17.92 21.50 +0.10 +0.91 +4.49
10 30.54 30.61 31.96 36.50 +0.07 +1.42 +5.96
15 45.12 45.15 46.48 51.50 +0.03 +1.36 +6.38
20 60.03 60.03 61.19 66.50 +0.00 +1.16 +6.47
25 75.01 75.01 76.00 81.50 +0.00 +0.99 +6.49
30 90.01 90.01 90.86 96.50 +0.00 +0.85 +6.49
35 105.02 105.02 105.75 111.50 +0.00 +0.73 +6.48
40 120.02 120.02 120.67 126.50 +0.00 +0.65 +6.48
45 135.02 135.02 135.60 141.50 +0.00 +0.58 +6.48
50 150.02 150.02 150.55 156.50 +0.00 +0.53 +6.48
A. Numerical Results
To assess the accuracy of the GB Fork-Join (GBFJ) ap-
proximation we compare it with the simulation and BJB Fork-
Join (BJBFJ) approximation results presented in [19]. Since
the BJBFJ approximation (24) is the only existing inexpensive
approximation for closed fork-join models, the objective of our
analysis is to show that the proposed method can be significantly
more accurate than the BJBFJ approximation at similar costs.
We consider the two models used in [19] for validation, which
have the following characteristics:
Fork-Join Example 1: The model considered in Table XII has
M = 3 fork-join subsystems, with service demands L1 = 3,
L2 = 2, L3 = 1, and composed by P1 = 1, P2 = 2, and P3 = 3
parallel queues, respectively.
Fork-Join Example 2: The model considered in Table XIII has
M = 3 fork-join subsystems, with service demands L1 = 1,
L2 = 2, L3 = 3, and composed by P1 = 1, P2 = 2, and P3 = 3
parallel queues, respectively.
A third model presented in [19] is not considered here since, being
the model balanced, the BJBFJ approximation already provides
optimal accuracy. We point the reader to [19] for additional details
on the above experiments.
Tables XII and XIII show the results in approximating the
network response time Rfj(N). The SIMUL column reports the
simulation results of [19]; the MVAFJ column is obtained with
(22) and the iterative approximation (23); the GBFJ column
employs (13) for approximating Qfjk (N − 1) in (22) and, using
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TABLE XIII
RESULTS FOR THE RESPONSE TIME [S] APPROXIMATIONS IN THE
FORK-JOIN EXAMPLE 2
Rfj(N) Fork-Join Response Time Approximation
N SIMUL MVAFJ GBFJ BJBFJ ∆MVA ∆GB ∆BJB
2 11.84 11.97 12.10 12.50 +0.13 +0.26 +0.66
5 19.30 19.81 20.17 21.50 +0.51 +0.87 +2.20
10 33.28 33.77 34.39 36.50 +0.49 +1.11 +3.22
15 47.96 48.29 48.97 51.50 +0.33 +1.01 +3.54
20 62.83 63.06 63.70 66.50 +0.23 +0.87 +3.67
25 77.74 77.93 78.52 81.50 +0.19 +0.78 +3.76
30 92.68 92.85 93.38 96.50 +0.17 +0.70 +3.82
35 107.66 107.79 108.28 111.50 +0.13 +0.62 +3.84
40 122.66 122.76 123.20 126.50 +0.10 +0.54 +3.84
45 137.64 137.73 138.13 141.50 +0.09 +0.49 +3.86
50 152.62 152.71 153.08 156.50 +0.09 +0.46 +3.88
the population constraint, computes the approximation
Rfj(N) ≈
M∑
j=1
Lj [Hj+Q
fj
j (N−1)] ≈
M∑
j=1
Lj Hj+Lmax(N−1)
−
∑
i:Li<Lmax
(Lmax − Li)QfjGB,i(N − 1). (27)
Finally, the BJBFJ column computes (24) with Little’s Law as
RfjBJB(N) ≈ N/XfjBJB(N). The last three columns in each
table indicate the difference between the value obtained with the
approximation technique indicated and the value obtained with
simulation, e.g., ∆MVA = RMVAFJ −RSIMUL.
The presented results indicate that GBFJ approximation offers
an accuracy level very close to the more expensive results of the
fork-join MVA iterative approximation. Further, the technique
has computational complexity that is independent of N and
thus similar to that of the inexpensive BJBFJ approximation.
Concerning this point, we remark that the computational cost of
GB for fork-join systems is in practice the same of the product-
form case, since only few additional multiplications, related to
the presence of the Hj terms, are required. Hence, also the
computational requirements of the GBFJ approximation grow
linearly with M and independently of N .
VI. IMPACT ON PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
We describe the impact of the GB bounds in performance opti-
mization and in particular we focus on throughput maximization,
which can be shown to be equivalent in closed systems to response
time minimization [25]. First, we show the accuracy improvement
of the GB bounds on simple models of load-balancing between
two or three queues, where we illustrate the direct connection
between optimization results and bound accuracy, as well as the
robustness of GB as model complexity grows. Later, we consider
a case study involving a much more complex fork-join model of a
distributed application in a multi-tier environment, showing again
the gains of our approximation method with respect to existing
schemes. The results obtained in this section prove that the GB
can significantly improve the solution of optimization programs
which are the basic building blocks of quality-of-service (QoS)
control algorithms used in the off-line or on-line optimization of
distributed applications.
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Fig. 4. Load balancing example with two storage servers. Requests inter-
arrival times are modeled by a delay server.
A. Product-Form Networks and Nonlinear Optimization
We begin by showing a simple example that illustrates the
practical importance of non-iterative bounds in system opti-
mization. In particular, we give evidence that more expensive
iterative solution methods such as the exact MVA algorithm [21]
or the approximate MVA (AMVA) [33] can occasionally show
numerical instabilities that degrade solution accuracy on models
where instead bounds provide accurate solutions. This is an
additional reason that motivates the use of bounds and promotes
their application in optimization programs that are subject to this
type of instabilities.
We consider a system where applications access data of two
mirrored storage systems sto1 and sto2. We suppose that a self-
optimization controller is integrated in the storage system and
periodically optimizes the fraction of requests psto1 and psto2 =
1−psto1 directed to sto1 and sto2, respectively. The optimization
criteria that drives controller decisions can meet different profiles,
e.g., performance maximization or energy consumption minimiza-
tion. For illustrating purposes, we here assume an average of N =
10 concurrently active applications, each accessing the storage
for reading files with an average service time of Ssto1 = 20ms
and Ssto2 = 30ms. In real systems, these values can be easily
identified by linear regression of measured utilization samples.
It is also possible to show with standard operational analysis [8]
that, for this specific model, the mean visits are Vsto1 = psto1 and
Vsto2 = psto2 , thus Lsto1 = psto1Ssto1 and Lsto1 = psto2Ssto2 .
We model the inter-arrival time of requests to the storage as a
delay Z = 13ms. The example model is depicted in Figure 4.
According to these definitions, a MVA-based throughput max-
imization program may be formulated as
max X(N)
s.t. X(n) = n/
(
Z +
∑
i=sto1,sto2
(piSi + piSiQi(n− 1))
)
;
Qi(n) = X(n)piSi(1 +Qi(n− 1));
Qi(0) = 0;
psto1 + psto2 = 1;
psto1 ≥ 0, psto2 ≥ 0,
where i = sto1, sto2; the constraints are for all n = 1, . . . , N .
The program is not computationally challenging, as it seeks for
the routing probabilities psto1 and psto2 that maximize X(N)
over the small feasible space psto1 + psto2 = 1. A similar,
even less expensive, program can be obtained with the iterative
AMVA technique, by integrating in the program the fixed-point
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TABLE XIV
THROUGHPUT IN THE LOAD-BALANCING EXAMPLE IN FIGURE 4.
ASTERISKS INDICATE INCORRECT EVALUATIONS OF THE SOLVER.
psto1 METHOD X(N) [job/ms] ITER
0.50 MVA 0.0661 60
0.50∗ AMVA (0.1022, expected 0.0669) 9
0.50 PB 0.0581 3
0.50 BJB 0.0578 2
0.85 MVA 0.0588 29
0.85∗ AMVA (0.2191, expected 0.0588) 6
0.85 PB 0.0533 3
0.85 BJB 0.0533 2
0.99∗ MVA (−64778.3, expected 0.0505) 481
0.99∗ AMVA (0.1021, expected 0.0505) 9
0.99 PB 0.0473 3
0.99 BJB 0.0473 2
iteration [33]
Qi(N − 1) =
(
N − 1
N
)
Qi(N), i = 1, . . . ,M.
Similar simplification based on non-iterative bounds may be
obtained, for example by expressing X(N) using the lower BJB
and lower PB of Table III.
We have evaluated the four programs using the nonlinear solver
BONMIN 1.0 [36], which is based on an interior-point algorithm
(IPOPT) and which we have coupled with the AMPL interpreter
[37] for model generation. Throughout experiments we have used
default program options for BONMIN and IPOPT and disabled
AMPL’s pre-solver. In particular, in order to understand how
BONMIN evaluates each sub-model associated to a particular
choice of psto1 and psto2 = 1 − psto1 , we have fixed psto1
and collected the final value X(N) and the required number
of iterations. Table XIV reports our observations for different
values of psto1 . The marked entries indicate instances in which the
throughput value provided by the solver is incorrect, intuitively as
a result of numerical problems. For example, for psto1 = 0.99, the
AMVA converges incorrectly to a value 0.1021 job/ms, whereas
a stand-alone AMVA implementation would return an accurate
value of 0.0505 job/ms as the exact MVA. On all performed
experiments, both the BJB and the PB non-iterative bounds were
numerically robust. Nevertheless, although well-behaved, the BJB
and PB were significantly less accurate than the correct values
of the MVA or the AMVA technique. The problem of deriving
accurate non-iterative bounds has been addressed in this paper by
introducing the GB and GSB bounds. For instance, for the case
psto1 = 0.99 the GSB bound give an accurate value of 0.0501
job/ms at negligible costs compared to the MVA/AMVA.
Although the impact of the described problems may vary
with the solver and with the algorithm used to evaluate the
nonlinear program, they clearly indicate that iterative methods
for queueing networks may show numerical problems when used
within nonlinear optimization programs. This further motivates
the development in this paper of the GB technique. In the
next subsections, we show how the GB technique improves the
accuracy of optimization results compared to BJB and PB.
B. Accuracy of Optimization Results
We focus on the solution of optimization models using bounds
and discuss the relative merits of the GB with respect to the
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Fig. 5. Outcome of a simple routing optimization model with two queues.
Increased bound accuracy leads to routing decisions closer to the optimum
result of the exact MVA.
BJB and PB in this setting. For ease of interpretation, we begin
by considering a simple load-balancing model similar to the one
used in the previous subsection. The model is composed by two
servers in parallel with associated routing probabilities 1 − p
and p, service times S1 = 5s and S2 = 1s, respectively. We
seek for the value of p which maximizes the throughput X(N)
for a population of N = 10 requests. To simplify the analysis
of the results, in this case we also set Z = 0. This simple
example has a single optimization variable p, thus we solve it
immediately with MATLAB by searching for the best throughput
in the range p ∈ [0, 1]. We have compared the optimum routing
determined by the exact MVA with the optimum value predicted
by the optimization program where we have used the lower
BJB, lower PB or lower GB to compute X(N). The focus is
on lower bounds since a maximization of a lower bound usually
implies an improvement of the exact value, while an upper bound
maximization does not necessarily imply any real improvement
of the exact value. All exact and bounding throughput curves
have a unique maximum in the range p ∈ [0.833, 0.867] as
depicted in Figure 5. As we can see, the increased accuracy of
the GB immediately results in a better optimal routing decision
p = 0.860 than the PB (p = 0.847) and the BJB (p = 0.833),
being much closer to the theoretical best obtainable by the MVA
algorithm (p = 0.867). This improved accuracy is particularly
important in nonlinear optimization, where even a small variation
of a variable, here the throughput X(N) or p, can result in a
significant change of the considered cost function. (For instance,
a power consumption cost function typically grows cubically with
the clock of the servers; thus, a routing imposing a larger load on
one or more systems that are forced to re-scale their frequencies
may consistently impact on energy costs [38].)
In order to better understand the result, we point out an
important negative characteristic of the BJB. In this example the
lower BJB has the form
X−BJB(N) =
N
pS2 + (1− p)S1 +max{pS2, (1− p)S1}(N − 1) ,
which has a maximum for p = S1/(S1 + S2), that is, for the
routing decision such that L1 = L2 and the two service demands
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Fig. 6. Contour levels for a simple routing optimization model with three
queues. The contour levels of the BJB, PB and GB refer to the same
throughput value of the closest MVA contour line. The contour lines are
computed for values equal to 0.8XOptMVA and 0.95X
Opt
MVA, where X
Opt
MVA =
1.4701 denotes the MVA optimal solution to the load balancing problem.
Similarly, the notation GB-Opt denotes the optimum solution computed by
the GB: the closer to the MVA-Opt maximum a result is, the better it is.
Therefore, GB-Opt (marked by “¤”) again provides the best result among
bounds. In addition, it could be noted that the contour levels of the GB are
much closer to the contour levels of the MVA solution than the BJB and PB
contour levels.
are balanced. Thus, the optimum routing decision determined by
the BJB ignores the size of the population N , i.e., the optimal p is
the same regardless of the intensity of the workload. Clearly, this
is a negative property of the BJB, since the network can exhibit
very different congestion levels at light and heavy loads which
cannot be accounted by the BJB. Conversely, both PB and GB
optimal p’s change with N according to quite complex formulas,
with the GB providing a better result thanks to its higher accuracy.
These considerations readily generalize to models with larger
number of queues. For instance, if we add to the example a third
queue such that S1 = 5s, S2 = 1s, S3 = 2s, and denote the routing
probabilities of the three queues as p1, p2 and p3 = 1 − p1 −
p2, respectively, the GB provides again the best routing decision.
In fact, the throughput is now a three-dimensional curve that is
function of p1 and p2, with contour levels shown in Figure 6;
each group of contour levels indicates a set of points where the
different curves assume the same throughput value. The contour
levels clearly indicate that the GB provides the best approximation
of the exact MVA throughput curve since the GB contour levels
(and thus the gradients considered by the nonlinear solver) are
much more similar to the exact MVA contour levels than the
contour levels of the PB and of the BJB. Moreover, the optimum
GB throughput (marked in the figure by “¤”) is almost identical
to the exact MVA optimum (denoted by “∗”). The PB and the
BJB both provide coarse approximations of the MVA curve and
have much farther optimums from the exact MVA optimum.
C. Case Study
We conclude our analysis by presenting a case study related
to the optimization of the throughput of a distributed application
B1
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DB Scheduler
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A5
A6
A6
D
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
DB Server
Application Server Cluster
CPU Scheduler
CPU Scheduler
Fig. 7. Case study: fork-join model of a distributed application in a multi-tier
architecture.
running in a multi-tier architecture. The model we consider is
depicted in Figure 7 and represents a typical two tier application,
relying on an application server cluster and on a shared database.
An incoming request is first served by the application server Ak
with probability pk, with
∑6
j=1 pj = 1. Then, the execution
proceeds with queries at the shared DB server, after which it
is sent back to the requesting application. Note that the identical
names given to some queues in Figure 7 indicate that the speed
of the two servers inside a fork-join subsystem is the same, i.e.,
both queues inside the bottommost application server A6 have
service demand LA6 .
The application servers A1 to A4 run on single-core machines
and therefore have a single server; the application servers A5 and
A6 are modeled instead as dual-core machines and the results
at the different CPUs require synchronization. The DB server
implements a query scheduling algorithm similar to the one pre-
sented in [16], which imposes synchronizations that are modeled
by the fork-join subsystem. Finally, the queue D summarizes
communication overheads.
This architectural model is analogous to recent models for
dynamic resource provisioning of multi-tier applications [39] and
for the characterization of real J2EE applications [40]. In partic-
ular, we parameterize the model according to service demands
similar to those measured in [40] and set LA1 = p112.98ms,
LA2 = p213.64ms, LA3 = p324.42ms, LA4 = p424.42ms; the
dual-core machines have similar demands scaled by the number
of identical processors, i.e., LA5 = p513.64/2 = p56.82ms and
LA6 = p624.42ms = p612.21ms; the DB server is parameterized
by LB1 = 10.64/2 = 5.32ms, the final communication overhead
by LD = 1.12ms. All servers have a first-come first-served
service discipline. The outgoing link from queue D is used as
reference point for the computation of throughput.
We assume that the system periodically performs a self-
optimization in order to determine the best load balancing deci-
sion for the routing probabilities pk and according to the current
workload level. We investigate different workload intensities, with
the population N ranging in the interval [2, 50]. Since larger
population values overload the system, we limit our analysis to
the non-asymptotic conditions N ≤ 50. We also stress that this
optimization model greatly differs from the two considered earlier
in this section, since the presence of synchronization at the fork-
join subsystems makes the optimization task much more complex
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TABLE XV
CASE STUDY: OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS TO THE ROUTING PROBLEM PROVIDED
BY THE BJBFJ AND GBFJ APPROXIMATIONS
pk BJBFJ Optimum GBFJ Optimum
p1 0.1259 0.2021
p2 0.0939 0.1851
p3 0.0000 0.0031
p4 0.0000 0.0008
p5 0.7800 0.4858
p6 0.0000 0.1229
and the outcome unpredictable with existing theory.
The optimization is performed using the BJB fork-join approx-
imation (BJBFJ) and the GB fork-join approximation (GBFJ).
The cost function is throughput maximization. We have used
the fmincon function of the optimization toolbox of MATLAB
2007a with default parameters for all tests.
In all experiments, the GBFJ approximation always provided
the best results and the BJBFJ was never more accurate than
the GBFJ. We have found that the worst-case deviation of the
two optimization programs corresponds to the value N = 10, for
which the throughputs computed, for validation purposes, with
the fork-join MVA are X(N) = 0.1541 job/ms for the BJBFJ
and X(N) = 0.1685 job/ms for the GBFJ, respectively. Table
XV reports the obtained routing probabilities for the BJBFJ and
the GBFJ. We recall that in the case of fork-join models it is
not possible to compute an exact theoretical optimum since exact
formulas do not exist and the model under evaluation is too
complex to be solved using numerical methods applied to the
underlying Markov chain. Therefore, we perform a double check
on the optimality of the results by defining a simulation model of
the system using the JSIMWIZ simulator of the Java Modelling
Tools suite [41]. Using this simulation model, we have tested
the performance of the distributed architecture using the two
routing profiles of Table XV. In the simulation, we have used
a sample space of 10 millions and a 95% confidence interval.
The simulation with the BJBFJ routing solution yields a mean
throughput of XsimBJB(N) = 0.1565 job/ms, with a 95% confidence
interval given by IBJB = [0.1557, 0.1573]; the GBFJ routing
provides a much better throughput of XsimGB (N) = 0.1702 job/ms,
with 95% confidence interval equal to IGB = [0.1693, 0.1711].
This further confirms the benefit of using the GBFJ technique
instead of the BJBFJ technique.
From the results we see that the BJBFJ and the GBFJ con-
sistently indicate that with N = 10 jobs the slowest servers A3
and A4 should not process jobs in order to avoid performance
degradations, that is, p3 ≈ p4 ≈ 0. Nevertheless, the GBFJ
can much better differentiate the allocation of jobs across the
remaining queues, for instance, p6 is not set to zero as in
the BJBFJ solution, but a consistent fraction of the workload
(12.29%) is routed to this server. This is a consequence of
the fact that GBFJ computes an approximation for the queue-
length of each station in the network, whereas the BJBFJ does
not approximate each individual queue-length value. Therefore,
the GBFJ estimates detailed network information that is not
available to the BJBFJ, evaluating more accurately the feasible
configurations and exploiting better the capacity of each queue.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Problems related to the performance tuning of systems require
the accurate and efficient solution of optimization models based
on queueing networks. In this paper we have proposed the
Geometric Bounds (GB), a fast and accurate bounding tech-
nique for the computation of performance measures which are
frequently used by QoS control algorithms, such as queue-lengths,
throughputs and response times. We have shown that the proposed
GB bounds, in spite of their simple formulas which are related
to partial sums of geometric sequences, are more accurate than
known bounding techniques even on unbalanced models with
delays and multiple bottlenecks, which are the hardest to ap-
proximate. The extension to closed fork-join networks of the GB
technique illustrates the possibility of successfully applying the
GB approach outside the product-form case and finds application
to models of real systems such as disk drives or databases.
Finally, we have discussed the impact on performance opti-
mization of our results with simple examples and a case study,
showing that the increased accuracy of the GB provides a
significant improvement of optimization results in comparison to
existing bounds.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS
TABLE IV: M = 4, L1 = 0.10, L2 = 0.10, L3 = 0.09, L4 = 0.08 ,
Z = 0, N ∈ [2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80].
TABLE V: M = 4, L1 = 0.10, L2 = 0.10, L3 = 0.09, L4 = 0.08 ,
Z = 1, N ∈ [2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80].
TABLE VI: M = 4, L1 = 0.10, L2 = 0.10, L3 = 0.05, L4 = 0.04 ,
Z = 0, N ∈ [2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80].
TABLE VII: M = 4, L1 = 0.10, L2 = 0.10, L3 = 0.05, L4 = 0.04 ,
Z = 1, N ∈ [2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80].
TABLE VIII AND TABLE X: M random in [5, 50], Li random in [0, 1]
for all 1 ≤ i ≤M , Z = 0, N ∈ [2, 1000].
TABLE IX AND TABLE XI: M random in [5, 50], Li random in [0, 1]
for all 1 ≤ i ≤M , Z = 10 maxi Li, N ∈ [2, 1000].
TABLE XII: fork-join, M = 3, L1 = 3, L2 = 2, L3 = 1, P1 = 3,
P2 = 2, P3 = 1, N ∈ [2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50].
TABLE XIII: fork-join, M = 3, L1 = 3, L2 = 2, L3 = 1, P1 = 1,
P2 = 2, P3 = 3, N ∈ [2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50].
TABLE XIV: M = 2, L1 = psto120, L2 = psto230, Z = 13,
N = 10, psto1 = 1− psto2 = {0.50, 0.85, 0.99}.
TABLE XV: fork-join, LA1 = p112.98, LA2 = p213.64,
LA3 = p324.42, LA4 = p424.42, LA5 = p56.82, LA6 = p612.21,
LB1 = 5.32, LD = 1.12, N ∈ [2, 50].
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